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Abstract—The ﬁrst experience of quality by multimedia ap-
plications’ users takes place during the setup phase of a new
connection. If the setup phase is not accepted or “slowly ac-
cepted”, the conﬁdence of the user decreases. The user be-
comes more sensitive when he/she pays the connections with
assured quality of service (QoS). In this case, the process of
call request should be also accomplished with QoS guarantees.
This paper presents the signaling sub-system implemented
within the EuQoS system. The EuQoS signaling process fol-
lows main assumptions of next generation networks (NGN) ar-
chitecture and performs tasks related with codec agreement
between multimedia end users, admission control and resource
reservation functions. In this paper, we present analytical,
simulation and experimental results showing the impact of
signaling system performance on quality of experience (QoE)
for the potential users of multi-layer EuQoS system. In par-
ticular, the presented approach aims at ensuring user QoE of
the connection setup phase by ensuring QoS for transferring
signaling messages by the network.
Keywords—call setup delay, class of service, heterogeneous net-
works, next generation networks, quality of experience, quality
of service, signaling system.
1. Introduction
This paper deals with an impact of the signaling sys-
tem on user’s quality of experience (QoE) in next gen-
eration networks (NGN). In particular we focus on sig-
naling system and its procedures implemented within the
EuQoS1 project [1]. The aim of the EuQoS system [2], [3]
is to guarantee end-to-end quality of service (QoS) in
heterogeneous multi-domain networks. For this purpose
the EuQoS system combines a complete architecture and
a full framework [3] to provide absolute end-to-end QoS
guarantees for a number of end-to-end classes of service
(E2E CoS) [4], [5]. The architecture considers hetero-
geneous network scenario, addressing the multi-core IP
network, as well as, the current access network technolo-
gies, such as WiFi (wireless ﬁdelity), xDSL (digital sub-
scriber line), LAN/Ethernet (local area network/Ethernet)
and UMTS (universal mobile communication systems).
Moreover, the generic architecture is open to add new net-
work technologies. The applications, for which ﬁnally QoS
1EuQoS – IST 6 FR EU project “End-to-end Quality of Service Support
over Heterogeneous Networks”.
is provided are, among others, voice over IP, video on de-
mand, data transfer, and interactive game. All of them
require call setup phase before data transfer.
The call setup phase is accomplished by the EuQoS signal-
ing system, which has been designed in compliance with
the ITU-T recommendations about signaling requirements
for IP QoS networks [6] and requirements for resource and
admission control functions, as deﬁned in scope of NGN
activities [7]. The signaling system follows a “push mode”
approach of NGN architecture [8], i.e., the system requires
that in order to start the setup procedure [9], the applica-
tions must send resource reservation requests in an explicit
way to the control plane architecture.
The setup procedure starts at sending the calling user’s re-
quest to the system and ﬁnishes when receiving the cor-
responding response indicating that the new call can be
admitted and the called user is ready to initiate the connec-
tion. The time between these two events is well known as
call setup delay [10]. In [11], ITU-T imposes limitations
on expected values of setup delay. Among other require-
ments, it states that for international connections and under
normal load conditions [12], the setup delay for the 95% of
the setup procedures should be less or equal to 11 s.
In fact, the ﬁrst experience of quality by the multimedia
application users takes place during the request of a new
call. If the request is not accepted or “slowly accepted”, the
conﬁdence of the user decreases. The notion of QoE is al-
ready evolving. In the last years, the ITU-T Standardization
Group 12 (SG12) speciﬁed the QoE requirements as deﬁn-
able end-to-end parameters, which provide information not
only about the network layer (as performed by the QoS pa-
rameters) but also about the transport and application layers
behavior [13].
We follow this notion of QoE and in our studies the de-
ﬁnable end-to-end parameter is the call setup delay as sug-
gested in [14]. The aim of this paper is to show the impact
of signaling system performance on setup delay in EuQoS
system based on NGN architecture.
In order to guarantee target values of call setup delay,
the system should dedicate some resources to the sig-
naling process (setup and release procedures). These re-
sources are both server and network resources. The server
resources are intended for the processing of the signal-
ing messages within the signaling servers, which manage
new calls. Whereas, the network resources are intended
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Fig. 1. The EuQoS system.
for transferring the signaling messages by the network be-
tween signaling servers. For reserving the necessary server
and network resources, we should correctly dimension the
signaling system. We propose to use the decomposition
approach, which separately considers three phases of the
signaling procedure in EuQoS system – all the operations
performed:
– at the application layer, it means in session initiation
protocol (SIP) proxies and authentication, authoriza-
tion and accounting (AAA) servers for, e.g., voice
over IP application;
– at the technology independent/technology dependent
layer (TI/TD layer), for performing the admission
control and resource allocation functions;
– at the network layer for transferring the signaling
messages by dedicated signaling CoS.
Since the above three phases are distributed in time,
i.e., they do not carry out simultaneously, we may enforce
delay constrains for each one, so that the sum of the delay
constrains of all the phases is less or equal to 11 s for the
95% of setup procedures. For illustration purposes, in our
analysis we assume that the target setup delay value intro-
duced by each of considered phases should be not greater
than 3.5 s for the 95% of setup procedures.
Let us focus on the ﬁrst phase of setup procedure, i.e., the
operations performed at application layer. In previous stud-
ies of the EuQoS project [15], we obtained required per-
formance parameters for the involved SIP proxy devices,
which actually are less demanding than commercial ones.
In fact, based on the literature we can observe that the SIP
proxies are capable of running a high number of calls per
second. For example, CISCO SIP proxies is able to han-
dle about 100 call/s [16] and the direct routing approach
allows even higher rates [17]. In the same way, the current
AAA servers may manage until thousands of calls per sec-
ond, e.g., the host intrusion detection system (HIDS) v3.1
of HP [18]. Measurements of mean establishment times
of voice over IP calls related with AAA and SIP proxies
functions were presented in [19]. Under normal load con-
ditions, the mean establishment time is 0.94 s. Taking into
account the state of the art, in our studies we focus on
performance evaluation of the TI/TD layer and the trans-
fer of signaling messages by the network (signaling class
of service), which has been studied with less attention in
the literature. These processes are the center of our studies
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Previously, we present
main features of the EuQoS system in Section 2. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the paper.
2. Overview of EuQoS System
The EuQoS system consists of three main layers, which are
application layer, technology independent/technology de-
pendent layer, and network layer as indicated in Fig. 1. The
signaling procedure to set up a new connection (e.g., voice
over IP) in the network is the following.
When any user sends a new call request to the EuQoS sys-
tem, this initiates security functions with the AAA server.
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These functions check if the user sending a call is au-
thorized to use the EuQoS system. Next, the SIP proxy
initiates the codec agreement with the called user. Af-
ter the codec agreement, the ﬁrst resource manager (RM)
in the way checks whether the end-to-end QoS path to
the called user exists and could provide the QoS guaran-
tees required by the associated end-to-end CoS. The RM
in the access domain periodically receives from the QoS
routing protocol, the information about the QoS paths,
i.e., the end-to-end paths with predeﬁned QoS guarantees
(in the form of target values for QoS parameters as IPTD,
IPDV, IPLR). The QoS routing protocol is an enhanced ver-
sion of border gateway protocol called EQ-BGP [2], [20],
which builds end-to-end QoS paths on multi-domain net-
work.
Afterwards, the system checks if, currently, there are
available network resources (bandwidth, buﬀer capacities)
to accept the call in consecutive domains. This is per-
formed by the admission control functions implemented
in resource managers and resource allocators (RA) as it
will be indicated in the next section. If the process posi-
tively concludes, the system (SIP proxy) sends an aﬃrma-
tive response to the calling user allowing the communica-
tion.
Figure 1 presents the EuQoS signaling system, which is
divided into the servers involved in AAA functions, the
servers (SIP proxy) involved into the codec agreement and
the servers (RM and RA) involved into the admission con-
trol function and resource allocation. The last ones, in
turn, are divided into the servers, which are independent of
the network technology (RM) and the servers, which func-
tionalities depend on the network technology (RA). The
purpose of this specialization is to allow each domain for
custom implementation of its own QoS mechanisms with-
out requiring other domains to be aware of their speciﬁc
details.
Using the ITU-T terminology for NGN [21], [22], the SIP
proxy would fulﬁll the service control function (SCF) at
the service stratum; whereas, the resource manager and
resource allocator would carry transport control function
(TCF) at the transport stratum. The resource manager we
would call policy decision functional entity (PD-FE), which
is independent of the network technology and the resource
allocator we would call the transport resource control func-
tional entity (TRC-FE), which depends on the network tech-
nology.
A set of signaling elements (functions, databases, inter-
faces, etc.), as well as the signaling protocols involved in the
diﬀerent signaling layers were deﬁned and implemented in
the system. The diameter base protocol [23] communicates
the SIP proxy with the AAA server in the access domain;
the SIP protocol communicates end users and proxies, next
steps in signaling (NSIS) protocol [24] connects the RMs
and, at last, common open policy service (COPS [25]) com-




In this part, we analyze the impact of call handling scenario
and the processing of messages at TI/TD layer on the part
of the setup delay related to the TI/TD layer, which we
denote as Tti−td .
We focus on results of Tti−td only for simulation studies, be-
cause the prototype implementation of RM and RA servers
in the project was not optimized to take adequate conclu-
sions. We present details about the call handling scenario
at the TI/TD layer, a methodology to calculate Tti−td for
single and multi-domain scenario as well as the assumed
simulation model. The aim of our studies is to show how
many calls the system can handle respecting target values
of Tti−td (3.5 s for the 95% of setup procedures). In [15]
we presented simulation results of performance evaluation
on TI/TD layer. In this paper we enhance these studies
showing detailed simulation results of analyzed queuing
network.
Fig. 2. Call scenario for two domains (domain 1: RA1, RM1;
domain 2: RA2, RM2), one direction.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal (between RMs) and vertical
(between RM and RA) signaling exchange for the success-
ful setup of a call traversing two domains (domain 1 and do-
main 2). The call handling scenario is as follows: RM1 re-
ceives a QoS request and asks to the connection admission
control (CAC) module in RA1 if there are enough resources
to handle the new connection. If so, the requested resources
are reserved and RA1 sends a conﬁrmation to RM1. Next,
RM1 forwards the QoS request to its peer RM2 and in
parallel sends a request to RA1 to actually allocate the
reserved resources in the associated access network equip-
ment. When RM1 receives the conﬁrmation from both
RA1 and RM2, it replies to SIP proxy that the new call
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can be admitted. As we can see in Fig. 2 the call handling
scenario in RM2 and RA2 (i.e., in the egress domain) is
the same as in RM1 and RA1 (ingress domain).
When the path has more than two domains, the resources
are reserved also in transit domains. However, only the
ingress domain RM checks whether an end-to-end path
with feasible QoS exists. For bi-directional calls, the call
handling process is performed in parallel during the setup
procedure. So, in order to calculate the Tti−td for a suc-
cessful scenario, it is suﬃcient to simulate it only in one
direction.
Fig. 3. The RM and RA architecture and call handling scenario
for ingress domain calls and conﬁrmations. Explanations: DB –
data base, UN – underlining network, 1,2 . . .39 task numbers,
C – conﬁrmation task.
The detailed architecture of the RM and RA, together with
the tasks identiﬁcations (task ID) are presented in Fig. 3.
In the RM, the call controller (CC) receives QoS requests
and controls all the CAC submodules. The end-to-end CAC
(E2E CAC) is in charge of checking whether an end-to-end
path with feasible QoS characteristics actually exists (by
looking at its EQ-BGP routing information base). Then,
the CC asks the domain CAC to check the operator poli-
cies and to look for an intra-domain path. The domain CAC
has two submodules, one for the intra-domain part and the
other one for the inter-domain link. Finally, the RA con-
troller receives the QoS request via signaling module in-
terconnecting the RM with the RA signaling and service
negotiation (RA SSN). The RA controller runs a diﬀerent
CAC algorithm for each CoS. The RA CAC algorithms
check the amount of available resources by querying the
RA data base (RA-DB) and decide about the acceptation
of the new call. If the call is accepted, the RA controller
asks the appropriate access network UN module to con-
ﬁgure its network devices for handling the new call. Dif-
ferent mechanisms must be conﬁgured depending on the
type of network device (IP router, LAN/Ethernet switch,
WiFi access point, etc.). Note that UN modules are in-
volved in the call handling process only in access domains.
For transit domains, resources are reserved basing only on
the decision of the RA CAC algorithm, and there is no dy-
namic conﬁguration of resources in inter-domain network
devices.
We model the RM and RA architecture (Fig. 3) as the
queuing network shown in Fig. 4. The simulation model
is composed of a chain of servers, each one associated
to an inﬁnite-length FIFO (ﬁrst in ﬁrst out) queue. We
distinguish eight types of servers: RM-CC (1), RM-DB (2),
RM-RA link (3), RM-RM link (4), RA-C (5), RA-DB (6),
RM-RA link (7), devices (8).
We assume that new calls and call acceptance conﬁrmations
independently arrive to the RM according to Poissonian
processes with given mean arrival rates. Service processing
times are the following deterministic values:
– RM-CC, RA-CC: tRM−CC = tRA−CC = 100 µs;
– database access in the RM and RA: tRM−DB =
tRA−DB = 1 ms;
– RM-RA link, RA-RM link, RM-RM link: tRM−RA =
tRA−RM = tRM−RM = 1 ms;
– access to the device: tDEV = 600 ms (WiFi) and
tDEV = 100 ms (IP).
The processing times for WiFi and IP devices are based
on test bed network equipment (LINKSYS WiFi access
point WRT54G, CISCO 1841 router or Linux router ker-
nel 2.6.18 IMQ). For other elements as call controllers or
data bases, we tried to infer the expected processing time
based on today’s high speed servers.
We consider three event types in the simulation model:
new call arrival, new confirmation arrival, and departure
of a task from a server. Arrivals and conﬁrmations invoke
a sequence of tasks, whereas, the departure of a task from
one server determines its arrival to another server. Fur-
thermore, we distinguish call events processed at ingress,
transit or egress domains. The maximum number of tasks
is performed when processing calls at the ingress domain,
since the E2E CAC is checked. Fewer tasks are required to
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Fig. 4. The RM and RA for the ingress domain – simulation model.
process conﬁrmation arrivals. The mean call arrival rates
are λingress, λegress, λtransit , and the mean arrival rate of con-
ﬁrmations for ingress and transit domains are λcon f−ingress
and λcon f−transit . Due to space limitations, we only present
events related to ingress domain.
Note that, in these simulations, we do not model the state
machine of NSIS or COPS (see Fig. 2). The detailed mes-
sage exchange of NSIS is modeled in simulation studies of
signaling class of service (see Section 4). For COPS pro-
tocol, we model its performances by tRM−RA, tRA−RM times
only.
The above simulation model has been coded in a discrete
event simulator written in C++. Each event is represented
by the quadruple <Sequence ID, Task ID, Server ID, Pro-
cessing time>. The Sequence ID denotes whether the event
is a call or a conﬁrmation arrival.
We begin our studies with single domain performance eval-
uation. In particular, we simulate two scenarios. First, we
assume that the single access domain handles both ingress
and egress calls and conﬁrmations assuming λingress =
λegress = λcon f . We simulate WiFi and IP access domains
in isolation. For each test we vary the call and conﬁrma-
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Fig. 5. Multi-domain call handling scenario with m domains, where m = 2+n, 2 access domains and n transit domains.
tion arrival rates up to the 95% resource utilization of the
RM-RA elements (in this case the bottleneck element is the
device itself).
In the next step, we analyze performances of single transit
domain assuming that RM and RA handle only transit calls
and conﬁrmations assuming λtransit = λcon f ; in this case the
bottlenecks are RM-DB and RA-DB, it means the access
to the databases.
Finally, based on the results obtained for single
ingress/egress and transit domains, we are able to calcu-
late the quantiles of Tti−td for a multi-domain scenario
(see Fig. 5).
For this purpose we distinguish among the following se-
quences of tasks performed by RM and RA in the ingress
domain:
– S1ingress: resource reservation tasks in RM1<−>RA1
performed before forwarding the request to the
next RM;
– S2ingress: tasks in RM1<−>RA1<−>DEV1, i.e.,
resource allocation tasks;
– S3ingress: RM tasks invoked by conﬁrmation arrival
from neighboring domain.






n · ttransit + tegress + tS3ingress
)}
, (1)
where tS#ingress is the delay introduced by sequence S#, tegress
is the delay in the egress domain, n is the number of tran-
sit domains, ttransit is the delay introduced by a transit do-
main.
Based on the detailed simulation results obtained for single




ingress + tegress + n · ttransit. (2)
By applying (1) and (2) the Tti−td is calculated:
Tti−td = tS1ingress + t
S3
ingress + tegress + n · ttransit. (3)
In our studies, we calculate results when the access domain
are both WiFi or both IP. The Tti−td quantiles for 2, 10 and
20 domains is presented in Figs. 6–8.
In particular, Fig. 6 shows the results for two WiFi and two
IP access domains. For both scenarios, the curves show
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the delays obtained for the
two technologies. With reference to the 3.5 s target for the
0.95-quantile of Tti−td , we observe that, in WiFi, λingress,
λegress, and λcon f should not exceed about 0.6 call/s. In IP
domain, the limit is about 4.75 call/s. For scenarios with
10 and 20 domains we assume that two domains are access
domains while the others are transit domains.
Fig. 6. Quantiles of Tti−td for 2 WiFi or 2 IP domains versus
λingress (λingress = λegress = λcon f ).
Figures 7 and 8 show the quantile values of Tti−td for WiFi
and IP access domains, respectively. The transit call rates
are 233 or 300 call/s in each transit domain. The results
show that the number of transit domains has smaller impact
on the Tti−td than the transit call arrival rate. Moreover,
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acceptable call arrival rates are larger for IP access domains
than for WiFi.
Fig. 7. The 0.95-quantile of Tti−td for 2 IP access domains versus
λingress (λingress = λegress and λingress = λcon f ).
Fig. 8. The 0.95-quantile of Tti−td for 2 WiFi access domains
versus λingress (λingress = λegress and λingress = λcon f ).
Figure 9 shows some characteristics of the transit RM and
transit RA. In particular, we collected characteristics of
server utilization, mean delay in the queues, and mean
queue sizes. As we can observe, the main bottlenecks of
RM and RA elements for transit domains are RM-DB and
RA-DB servers. The characteristics of these two servers
are very close to each other.
Concluding, the signaling system at the TI/TD level is able
to handle about 300 call/s in transit domains and it cor-
rectly scales with the number of transit domains (for values
of 10 and 20 transit domains). An important open point is
the call arrival process for NGN multi-service networks.
Fig. 9. Transit domain characteristics: (a) utilization of RM
and RA servers, (b) mean delay, and (c) mean queue size for
RM and RA elements versus transit call arrival rates (λtransit )
λtransit = λcon f−transit .
In these studies, we commonly considered telephony arrival
model only but, in further studies, we are also facing up
multi-service models.
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Fig. 10. Model of the EuQoS signaling system.
4. Performance Evaluation
of the Signaling Class of Service
At the network layer we propose to implement the signaling
class of service. The IETF document [4] deﬁnes, among
others, the signaling class of service (S-CoS) designated
to carry signaling traﬃc related with setup and release pro-
cedures. The objective of the S-CoS is to ensure target
values of the part of the call setup delay related to the
transfer of the signaling packets. We call this delay as
transfer packet call setup delay or brieﬂy Ts delay. We
expect to obtain target values of Ts delay by transferring
the signaling packets with adequate quality of service ex-
pressed in target maximum IPTD. In fact, according to [4]
we can assume that the S-CoS tolerates the delay variation
of the signaling traﬃc. One of the solutions to guaran-
tee the QoS objectives for the signaling traﬃc is a correct
resource provisioning [26].
For the aim of provisioning the S-CoS, we investigate the
bottlenecks within the signaling path. The bottlenecks are
the slowest links [27] in whose entrance packets of diﬀerent
setup procedures gather and where we should provision
appropriate resources for each of the setup procedures.
To compute the necessary amount of bandwidth within the
S-CoS for one setup procedure, we propose to ensure the
same maximum IPTD (maxIPTD) in all the bottlenecks
along the path. From the knowledge of the sizes of packets
submitted to each bottleneck, and more precisely from the
length of the longest burst of packets of the setup procedure
submitted to each bottleneck we obtain the maxIPTD for
1 isolated setup procedure as (4)
max IPT D = length o f longest packet burstbott 1×8Cbott 1 = . . .
= length o f longest packet burstbott i×8Cbott i . (4)
The value of Cbott i indicates the necessary amount of
bandwidth for one setup procedure in the bottleneck i of
S-CoS.
The equation, which completes the consistency of the sys-
tem of linear equations presented in (4), comes from the
value of Ts delay. In fact, we deﬁned that the setup proce-
dure should ﬁnish in a time equal to 3.5 s as presented in
equation:
Ts delay = ∑
all bottleneck s
∑





In the EuQoS system we assume that bottlenecks only may
appear at the exit of SIP proxies and next inter-domain bor-
der routers as presented in the model of Fig. 10. Therefore,
we consider only SIP and NSIS traﬃc, which is the unique
signaling traﬃc in these bottlenecks.
As we may deduce from Eqs. (4) and (5), the necessary re-
sources for signaling traﬃc (Cbott i) depend on the message
sequence. Figure 11 shows the setup message sequence
in the EuQoS system for which we implement the S-CoS.
The lengths of the packets referred in Fig. 11 do not con-
sider user data protocol (UDP), IP and link layer headers.
Based on the above setup message sequence and assump-
tions and by the way of example, we will present further
down simulation and measurement results.
Since packet losses cause retransmissions and, as an unde-
sired result, increase delay of the whole setup procedure,
we provision the buﬀer resources to ensure no losses in
the queues (IPLR = 0) over normal operation of the net-
work (no link failures). Since the biggest burst of packets
in one setup procedure (EuQoS system) contains 2 packets
(see Fig. 11) in the direction from calling to called and
3 packets from called to calling, then, the buﬀer size for
M simultaneous setup procedures should equal 2×M pack-
ets in the calling-to-called direction and 3×M packets in
the opposite direction.
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Fig. 11. SIP and NSIS message sequence in EuQoS system.
Let us remark that the transport protocol used to carry the
signaling messages is not excessively important since, by
provisioning the buﬀers, we assume no losses. Anyway, if
we transport the signaling messages using the UDP proto-
col, we have to pay attention to the retransmission timers of
the signaling protocols because these values are manually
set and do not consider the round trip time (RTT) values
of the network. The SIP protocol deﬁnes the default value
of the retransmission timer equal to 500 ms when we use
UDP protocol [28; Section 17.1.1.1]. The timers in the
calling user will stop when the messages and its responses
cross the whole network. This time is usually higher than
500 ms, so, such a value of retransmission timer results in
the unnecessary retransmission of signaling packets (pack-
ets are not lost). This could cause a dangerous overload
of the S-CoS. Therefore, in EuQoS implementation, we set
the default values of SIP timers over UDP to 3 s.
4.1. Evaluation by Simulations
The performed tests aim at validating the proposed provi-
sioning method to ensure target Ts delay. In our simulations
we assume the same model as presented in Fig. 10. More-
over, we assume that the value N is equal to 5, this implies
5 servers and 25 terminals in each access network. The
terminal i of the access network 1 (AN1) initiates a setup
procedure with the terminal i of the access network 2 (AN2)
and also the terminal i of the AN2 initiates another setup
procedure with the terminal i of the AN1. All the termi-
nals (50) initiate setup procedures at the same time and
when the setup procedure corresponding to the terminal i
ﬁnishes, then, the terminal i instantly initiates a new setup
procedure. This is the worst-case scenario because ﬁnally,
any new setup procedure ﬁnds the system full. Note that,
in a real scenario, the setup procedures randomly arrive to
the system and may ﬁnd the system not completely full.
Therefore, the values of Ts delay presented in these simu-
lations are the upper bound.
Table 1
Bottleneck link capacity for 1 unique setup procedure
Initiated in AN1
C [kbit/s] C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
bott#1–bott#6 38.3 32.3 49.6 32.3 38.3 42.3
bott#1–bott#4 28.7 24.2 37.2 24.2 – –
bott#1–bott#2 15.8 13.3 – – – –
Initiated in AN2
bott#1–bott#6 32.3 38.3 42.3 38.3 32.3 49.6
bott#1–bott#4 21.4 25.3 28.0 25.3 – –
bott#1–bott#2 13.3 15.8 – – – –
Table 2
Bottleneck buﬀer size for 1 unique setup procedure
Initiated in AN1
B [packets] B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6
bott#1–bott#6 2 3 2 3 2 3
bott#1–bott#4 2 3 2 3 – –
bott#1–bott#2 2 3 – – – –
Initiated in AN2
bott#1–bott#6 3 2 3 2 3 2
bott#1–bott#4 3 2 3 2 – –
bott#1–bott#2 3 2 – – – –
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Table 3
Link capacities for 25 setup procedures initiated in AN1 and 25 initiated in AN2 (values set in the simulation scenario)
C [kbit/s] C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
B [packets] B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6
25×(38.3+32.3)= 25×(32.3+38.3)= 5×(49.6+42.3)= 5×(32.3+38.3)= 5×(38.3+32.3)= 5×(42.3+49.6)=
bott#1–bott#6 1765.0 1765.0 459.5 353.0 353.0 459.5
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125
25×(28.7+21.4)= 25×(24.2+25.3)= 5×(37.2+28.0)= 5×(24.2+25.3)=
bott#1–bott#4 1252.5 1237.5 326.0 247.5 100 000 100 000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 125 125
25×(15.8+13.3)= 25×(13.3+15.8)=
bott#1–bott#2 727.5 727.5 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
25× (2+3) = 125 25× (2+3) = 125 125 125 125 125
The simulation environment is ns-2 [29] where we devel-
oped modules to simulate the signaling process and inte-
grated them into the EuQoS simulation model [30]. The
integration of these modules permits its use in any network
scenario (even in environments with diﬀerent network tech-
niques). In our own-implemented modules we model the
signaling protocols: SIP and NSIS.
We introduce a bottleneck in the respective link by setting
the appropriate value of the link capacity obtained from
the provisioning method presented above. The links that
are not considered bottlenecks in a certain test are set to
100 Mbit/s. Also the links between terminals and servers
are 100 Mbit/s links. Next, we perform three tests, each
one with 10 000 setup procedures. The number of bottle-
necks change from one test to another. The ﬁrst test con-
siders 6 bottlenecks, from bott#1 and bott#6 as indicated in
Fig. 10. The next test considers 4 bottlenecks (from bott#1
to bott#4) and the last one considers only the bottlenecks
in the both directions of the link between router A and
router B, i.e., bott#1 and bott#2.
We expect that each bottleneck will require a diﬀerent pro-
visioning, since the volume of signaling traﬃc submitted
to them is diﬀerent (see Fig. 11). Tables 1 and 2 show
the necessary values of capacity in the bottleneck links and
size of the bottleneck buﬀers for one unique setup proce-
dure initiated in the AN1 and one unique setup procedure
initiated in AN2 for the cases of 6, 4 and 2 bottlenecks
in the signaling path. Values of this tables we exploit to
complete Table 3, which presents the values set in the links
and buﬀers of the simulation scenario considering that all
the 50 terminals initiate setup procedures.
For each test, we calculate the time that packets last on
transferring the 100 Mbit/s links. This time is not con-
sidered within the provisioning method and we subtract it
from the total Ts delay value obtained in each test. The
Ts delay values of the test (after subtraction) are presented
in Table 4. Speciﬁcally, Table 4 shows the Ts delay of
the shortest (min) and longest (max) setup procedure. In
our simulations, we discard the ﬁrst setup procedures of
the tests because, at the beginning, the system is empty
and these ﬁrst setup procedures ﬁnish earlier, i.e., we only
consider the Ts delay values of the setup procedures after
striking the balance of the simulation process. We may
observe that the values of Ts delay respect the target value
equal to 3.5 s in all the cases. In opposition to the simu-
lations performed in [26], in the presented simulation ap-
proach there is no multiplexing gain in the network because
Table 4
Value of TS delay for the scenarios








Ts delay [s] 3.499/3.500 3.499/3.500 3.500/3.500
the system is permanently occupied. In fact, the setup pro-
cedures arriving to the system synchronize ourselves and
transfer the network in the same order. This simulation
approach allowed us to validate the provisioning method
presented above.
4.2. Evaluation by Measurements
In this section we present measurement results of S-CoS
performance evaluation. The aim of the measurements is
to demonstrate that the S-CoS provisioned by the method
presented in this paper may ensure target Ts delay in the
test bed environment. On the other hand, we will also
demonstrate that we cannot ensure delay requirements for
the signaling traﬃc not carried by the S-CoS, if the network
is heavy loaded.
Figure 12 presents the measurement test bed, where we em-
ulate a scenario with two domains that are interconnected
by an inter-domain link. The capacity of the inter-domain
link equals 8 Mbit/s, while links inside each domain oﬀer
100 Mbit/s capacity.
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Fig. 12. Measurement test bed.
For implementing the S-CoS, all the signaling servers must
“mark” their own packets before sending them into the net-
work. This is done by setting the diﬀerentiated services
code point (DSCP) ﬁeld in the IP header of packets. The
DSCP value assumed for the signaling packets is equal to
binary value 101000 [4].
Figure 13 presents the model of the outgoing port of two
routers: router 1 and router 2. In router 1 it is implemented
in the direction from client A to client B and, in router 2,
in the opposite direction.
Fig. 13. Model of the outgoing port of the routers.
For our measurements, we consider only two classes of ser-
vice: the S-CoS and the standard CoS (STD CoS), which
is the best eﬀort service. To ensure bandwidth separation
between considered classes in IP router we use the deﬁcit
round robin (DRR) scheduler. We provision the S-CoS
with 1000 and 2000 kbit/s in the two tests, respectively.
The scheduler’s weight for S-CoS traﬃc (wS−CoS) is set
to guarantee assumed amount of bandwidth, whereas, the
scheduler’s weight for STD CoS traﬃc (wST D−CoS) com-
plements the link capacity up to 8 Mbit/s.
By the provisioning method, we may calculate how many
simultaneous setup procedures can be admitted, as a max-
imum, in the S-CoS not to exceed 1000 and 2000 kbit/s.
When applying the provisioning method, we consider one
unique bottleneck between proxy/RMs in the direction from
client A to client B since the setup procedures are initiated
only in client A. Moreover, we do not consider bottlenecks
between clients and proxy/RMs because there is only sig-
naling traﬃc. Table 5 presents the maximum number of
simultaneous setup procedures for the provisioned S-CoS
capacities, as well as the necessary buﬀer size set in the
S-CoS to avoid losses for this number of simultaneous setup
procedures.
Table 5
Class of service capacities and buﬀer sizes
(experiment conﬁguration)




S-CoS buﬀer size 262 packets 524 packets
An artiﬁcial call generator in the client A initiates the setup
procedures and maintains a constant number of them run-
ning in the system. When a setup procedure ﬁnishes, the
call generator instantly initiates a new one.
On the other hand, the background traﬃc (STD CoS) is
composed by 10 TCP connections in each direction, which
ﬁll the 8 Mbit/s link. We set the buﬀer size in the STD
CoS equal to 1000 packets, which is suﬃciently large to
prevent any packet loss and introduces a high delay in the
STD CoS traﬃc.
All measurements that we take, are performed at the sig-
naling application level (Ts delay). We simpliﬁed the RM
implementation with main focus on processing of signaling
messages in order to reduce the delay introduced by state
management operations, e.g., database access and storage
and policy algorithms.
In the ﬁrst experiment we compare the performance of sig-
naling system with and without the S-CoS. We measure
the Ts delay for cases with 131 or 262 running setup pro-
cedures, with capacity assigned to S-CoS equal to 1 Mbit/s
or 2 Mbit/s, respectively. In Fig. 14 we show the max-
imum and minimum values of Ts delay measured in the
test bed. The measurement consisted of at least 1000 setup
procedures after warm up period.
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Fig. 14. Measurements of Ts delay within the EuQoS test bed.
By introducing the S-CoS in the network we are able to
guarantee the value of the Ts delay; for both considered
cases it is lightly higher than assumed target of 3.5 s.
The tiny diﬀerences are due to the transfer of signaling
packets by the not-bottleneck links. On the other hand,
when signaling messages shares the capacity with the back-
ground traﬃc in STD CoS, the observed average Ts delay
exceeds 8 s. As we expected, without the implementation
of the S-CoS, we are not able to ensure the setup delay re-
quirements for Internet telephony presented in [11]. There-
fore, we argue that signaling traﬃc and best eﬀort traﬃc
must not be handled by the same network resources when
the network is heavily loaded.
In the next experiment we evaluate the characteristics of
Ts delay when the number of simultaneous setup proce-
dures is lower than the calculated maximum value (for given
S-CoS capacity). Figure 15 shows this characteristic for
the case when 2 Mbit/s capacity is dedicated for S-CoS;
we may see maximum and minimum measured values of
Ts delay. The relation between Ts delay and the number
of simultaneous setup procedures is linear, as we could ex-
pect. Moreover, for given number of simultaneous setup
procedures, the Ts delay of diﬀerent setup procedures does
not vary so much (intervals are very small).
On the basis of the above results, we strongly recommend
to introduce the dedicated class of service to ensure QoS
Fig. 15. Measured characteristics of Ts delay within the EuQoS
test bed.
at the packet transfer of signaling messages. Unfortunately,
the inherent characteristics of the signaling traﬃc (bursts
of packets, sporadic traﬃc, etc.) do not allow to eﬀectively
control it and, because of this, it is not possible to carry the
signaling traﬃc by other CoSs on aggregation with other
kinds of traﬃcs.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we studied the signaling performance of one
example of next generation network system: the EuQoS
system. We considered main processes inside the signaling
system, as call handling scenario and transferring of the
signaling messages by the network. Both these factors may
aﬀect into the call setup delay and, as a consequence, into
the user quality of experience. We decided to confront them
separately, using decomposition approach. As a result, we
achieved a system capable of establishing end-to-end con-
nections with the same requirements for call setup delay as
assured in the ISDN network [10].
The key for the correct design of the system lies in reserv-
ing enough resources, both for signaling servers (processing
power) and for the transfer of signaling messages in the net-
work (bandwidth and buﬀer). For the signaling servers, we
calculated the maximum call arrival rate (number of setup
procedures per second) that the system can handle to assure
given call processing delay. We considered all the signaling
servers involved into the signaling system, paying special
attention to the signaling servers designed to the resource
reservation and allocation process over exemplary technolo-
gies. Following the analysis and relations between signal-
ing servers, we evaluated system performance by means of
dedicated simulation and measurement tools.
To complete the provisioning of resources, we investigated
how the traﬃc generated by the signaling servers is handled
in the network. We assumed that the number of simulta-
neous setup procedures handled by the signaling system is
limited. Thanks to this assumption, we were able to pro-
vide dimensioning rules for signaling class of service. The
rules provide a value of bandwidth and buﬀer space that
should be dedicated for signaling traﬃc at the bottleneck
points in order to guarantee given setup delay requirements.
The devised provisioning method was veriﬁed by the simu-
lation of the signaling system and by measurements in the
test bed scenario.
Though we strived to do general analysis of the signaling
system features, some results may be particular for the Eu-
QoS system. Anyway, the presented proposals and methods
can be used as a good guideline for the design of other sig-
naling systems.
Future works in this ﬁeld should be directed to ﬁnd so-
lutions for signaling congestion control, i.e., how to en-
sure a maximum number of simultaneous setup procedures
within the system. It is also important to consider traﬃc
models at call level, however, it requires an insight into
measurements in multiservice networks. Other problem is
related with the inherent complexity of the signaling sys-
tems in next generation networks. In this work, we con-
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sidered only the main signaling servers in each domain,
but in reality we should expect multiple ways of system
decomposition and distribution.
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